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Abstract
Thanks to its potential in many applications, Blockchain has recently been nominated as one of the
technologies exciting intense attention. Blockchain has solved the problem of changing the original low-trust
centralized ledger held by a single third-party, to a high-trust decentralized form held by different entities, or
in other words, verifying nodes. The key contribution of the work of Blockchain is the consensus algorithm,
which decides how agreement is made to append a new block between all nodes in the verifying network.
Blockchain algorithms can be categorized into two main groups. The first group is proof-based consensus,
which requires the nodes joining the verifying network to show that they are more qualified than the others to
do the appending work. The second group is voting-based consensus, which requires nodes in the network to
exchange their results of verifying a new block or transaction, before making the final decision. In this paper,
we present a review of the Blockchain consensus algorithms that have been researched and that are being
applied in some well-known applications at this time.
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1. Introduction
First introduced by Haber and Stornetta [1], Blockchain is recently considered as one of the
technologies with the most potential. It has attracted intense attention only after the introduction of
Bitcoin by Nakamoto [2]. This is because Bitcoin has the ability to solve a problem in the traditional
payment method: that of trust in a single third party. Normally, when people make payments, they have
to trust a third party, who would verify the validity of their transactions, before putting them into
action. Unfortunately, this middle party is doubted, whether it could be exploited to cheat its users or
not [3]. The problem comes from formal centralization, in which everything depends on a single
organization, causing trust to be insufficient. The solution to this problem is using multiple
independent organizations to verify transactions, which changes the view from centralization to
decentralization.
Motivated by this idea, there is a ledger in Bitcoin and other later variants of Blockchain that records
every transaction which has been successfully verified. For example, Bob sends Mary 5 dollars, Mary
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sends Carl 10 dollars. So, based on this ledger, it is possible to know how much money a person owns.
In order to make the system trustful by the decentralization method, this ledger is held by many
organizations, which can be termed nodes or parties. Satoshi has proposed a design of this ledger that
introduces a so-called block, which contains successfully verified transactions. The mentioned ledger
above is re-established, and contains many blocks with transactions inside. This is the reason for the
name “Blockchain”. The first block in the chain is called the genesis block [4], which contains the first
transactions of the Bitcoin.
When any transaction is proposed, its validity is verified by some nodes. If it is valid, which means
the sender has enough money to send (proved by the past transactions in the old blocks), and also the
sender has confirmed this transaction by signing his or her digital signature [5] inside the transaction, it
will be included in a block. From here, in order to make a transaction really valid, the block containing
this transaction should be added to the chain, which must be recognized by all the other nodes. A node
will try to append a block containing many transactions by broadcasting it to the rest, which proposes
to them to add this one to their current chain. However, if the transactions are verified in this way, there
could be confusion when every node tries to broadcast their found block. In order to prevent this
situation, an agreement, which is called consensus algorithm, should be made between all nodes about
which blocks should be appended, and which nodes are permitted to append their proposed blocks. To
date, many consensus algorithms have been proposed.
Many variants of Bitcoin have been introduced since 2009, like Ethereum [6], and Nxtcoin [7,8]. The
common characteristic of these variants is that anyone wanting to maintain the ledger can join, as well
as withdraw anytime. Therefore, these kinds are called Public Blockchains. Because of this joining
freedom, the idea of applying human real-life consensus [9], in which the results should be collected
from all the nodes before making the final decision, is difficult. The reason is the unknown number of
nodes, and their un-manageable execution. When there are too many nodes, the communication to
exchange agreements between them would be very complicated. Worse, because it is possible to manage
those nodes, taking agreement from all of them would lead to many possible risks, which could
potentially harm the ledger holding procedure. Consequently, in order to append a block to the chain,
all the nodes have to show they are more “qualified” than the others to do this work. Therefore, a
consensus algorithm of this kind could be named a “proof-based consensus”. In public Blockchain, in
order to encourage nodes to maintain the ledger, the node will receive some rewards, after appending a
block to the chain.
Motivated by the former research of Back [10], the first variant of a proof-based consensus algorithm
is proof of work (PoW) [2]. In this kind of consensus algorithm, nodes are only permitted to broadcast
their blocks when they have performed a lot of effort by their computing power. Based on the drawback
of PoW [11], proof of stake (PoS) employs the stake of each node, and a lucky factor to decide the block
appending one. At the time of writing, PoW- and PoS-based consensus algorithms are the most popular
ones used in research and applications. Besides these two, there are also other proposed algorithms, like
proof of elapsed time [12], proof of luck [13], and proof of space [14].
Realizing the potentiality of Blockchain, many giant enterprises and organizations, like IBM and JP
Morgan, have started to research this technology [15,16]. Based on the main rule that only permitted
nodes could join the verifying system, many new platforms of Blockchain have been created, which
include consortium Blockchains and private Blockchains. Specifically, while the former includes
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verifiers from different consortia, only a single organization is included in the latter. Thanks to the
limited number of manageable nodes, these variants could employ a consensus algorithm that simulates
a real-life situation: the final decision is made based on the results of the majority. This is the basis for
giving these variants the name “voting-based consensus algorithms”. If a node wants to append a block
to its chain, a requirement must be satisfied: this node will have to make sure that at least T nodes (T is
a threshold, which varies depending on the system, and T should be more than 50% of all the nodes)
will append the same block to it. In order to avoid bad situations that could harm the final results, some
fault tolerance techniques [17,18] should be applied. Nodes executing the voting based consensus
algorithm follow two popular systems: crush fault tolerance [17], and Byzantine fault tolerance [19].
From here, we wish to emphasize that the proof-based consensus algorithm is not only applicable to
public Blockchains, but also to private and consortium ones. The reverse case is also true with votingbased consensus in private and consortium Blockchains. However, the proof-based consensus
algorithms are suitable for applying in the network having a lot of nodes. Meanwhile with only a limited
number of nodes, employing a real-life solution with voting-based consensus algorithms should be
preferable.
In this paper, we present a survey of many variants of consensus algorithm inside Blockchain, which
could be categorized into two main types. The first type is the proof-based consensus algorithm, which
is often used in public Blockchain. The second type is the voting-based consensus algorithm, which is
often used in private and consortium Blockchain. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section
2 overviews some of the main entities inside Blockchain. Section 3 presents the main content of the
paper about different consensus algorithms, which have been researched and proposed in Blockchain.
Section 4 discusses the proof-based and voting-based consensus algorithms. Finally, Section 5
concludes the paper.

2. Overview of Blockchain
This section provides an overview of Blockchain, which includes the transactions verification and
block architecture inside Blockchain.

2.1 Transactions Verification
The first work that every system has to do is to verify the identity of the sender, to make sure of one
thing: the transaction between the sender and the receiver is requested by the sender, and not by anyone
else. For example, when Bob sends Alice 10 dollars, then the request of this transaction comes to a
third-party verifier; this middleman has to make sure that this message does indeed come from Bob.
Fig. 1 shows an overview of this verification. In order to do this work, two definitions are employed:
public and private keys [20], which are known as digital signatures. When any user makes a transaction,
he or she has to use his or her private key to “sign” the transaction, which could be understood that the
transaction and his or her private key are used as inputs to a sign function to create a signature. In
Bitcoin, the algorithm used for creating a signature for each transaction is the elliptic curve digital
signature algorithm [21]. Then the transaction combines with this signature to become a request
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transaction. The verifier will check if this entity belongs to the correct person or not, by using the
sender’s public key, which is known by everybody. Afterward, the transaction, sender’s signature, and
his or her public key will be inputted together to a verify function to get the result: true or false. If the
result is true, then the requester is the true sender in the transaction, and vice versa. Because the
signature in each transaction contains 256 bits, if anyone wants to fake this signature to make a
fraudulent transaction, he or she has to guess 2256 cases, which is impossible.
Besides checking the validity of the sender, the verifier also has to check the validity of the transaction
as to whether the sender has enough money to send to the receiver, or not. This work could be done by
looking at the ledger, which holds information about every past successful transaction.

Fig. 1. How a verifying system checks if the transaction is requested by the true sender.

2.2 Blockchain Architecture
As mentioned before, the key phenomenon giving rise to the name Blockchain is the series of blocks,
which connect sequentially to each other like a chain. Each block contains many transactions, which are
validated, as shown in the previous section. Fig. 2 describes an example of the Blockchain. In Fig. 2,
only some main entities inside the block header are described.
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Fig. 2. An example of Blockchain [22].
Specifically, Fig. 3 describes the architecture inside a block. Besides the list of transactions contained
inside the block, the block contains some fields in the block header:
• Prev_Hash: this field can be known as a reference to parents, which is a link of a block to its
previous one in the chain. All the information inside the previous block will be inputted to a
hash function to get a value, then this value will be assigned to the field Prev_Hash in the new
block. In Bitcoin, a 256-bit hash function is used to get this value [23].
• Timestamp: the time when the block was found.
• Tx_Root: this field, which is also known as the Merkle root [24], contains the hash value of all
validated transactions of the block. As seen from the example in Fig. 2, all the transactions are
hashed into a hash value; then they combine with each other pair-by-pair, and are inputted to
another hash function. This work is repeated, until there is only a single entity, which stands for
the Merkle root.
• Version: this field contains the protocol version used by the node proposing the block to the
chain.
• Nonce: this field is used in PoW, which proves the efforts that a node has paid for getting the
right to append his block to the chain. This field will be presented in the next section.
• Bits: this field indicates the difficulty level of the PoW, which will be introduced in the next
section.

Fig. 3. The fields inside a block.
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3. Blockchain Consensus Algorithm
This section will finish some definitions that are offered in the previous sections without much
clarification, like the nonce field, bits field in Section 2.2, and PoW which is proposed for appending a
new block to the chain. Further, the main focus of this section is on how nodes in the verifying network
agree with each other about the ledger that they hold. This section is divided into two main subsections: proof-based consensus algorithm and vote-based consensus algorithm.

3.1 Proof-Based Consensus Algorithm
This subsection introduces the proof-based consensus algorithm. The original work is PoW,
proposed by Nakamoto [2]. To date, many variants of proof-based consensus algorithms have been
proposed, which are based on PoW, PoS, their hybrid form, and other variants that are made
independently from these two major ones. The basic concept of proof-based consensus algorithm is that
among many nodes joining the network, the node that performs sufficient proof will get the right to
append a new block to the chain, and receive the reward.

3.1.1 PoW-based consensus algorithm
3.1.1.1 Original proof of work
As mentioned, in the Blockchain network, if every node tries to broadcast their blocks containing the
verified transactions, confusion could possibly arise. For example, consider a transaction that is verified
by many nodes, who will then put it into their blocks, and broadcast to other nodes. If the broadcasting
work is free, this transaction could be duplicated in different blocks, then the ledger is meaningless. In
order to get agreement between all nodes about the newly added block, the PoW requires each node to
solve a difficult puzzle with adjusted difficulty, to get the right to append a new block to the current
chain. The first node who solves the puzzle will have this right.
Specifically, before solving this puzzle, all the verifying nodes would have to put their verified
transactions, as well as other information like Prev_Hash and Timestamp, into a block. Then they start
solving this puzzle, by guessing a secret value, which is the nonce field as introduced in Section 2.2, then
put it into the block. All the information inside the block header will be combined together, and
inputted to an SHA-256 hash function [25]. If the output of this function is below a given threshold T,
which is designated by the difficulty, the secret value is accepted. Otherwise, the node has to make
another guess of the secret value, until he gets the answer. The difficulty of the puzzle will be adjusted
after every 2016 blocks are appended, so that the average speed for adding a new block in the chain is 1
block per 10 minutes. Also, the more difficult the puzzle is, the smaller the threshold T is. Fig. 4
describes the processing for handling the guessed value. Thanks to the usage of SHA-256, guessing this
value is extremely difficult, which makes every node guess many times to get the answer, unless they are
lucky enough. Because of the efforts paid for guessing the right value, this work is called the PoW. Also,
the node joining the network using PoW can be called a miner, and the action of finding a suitable
nonce is called mining.
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Fig. 4. The process for handling with the nonce: guessed secret value.
When a node finds the secret value, he broadcasts his proposed block with this value to other nodes,
to notify them that the answer has been found. Right after that, all the miners receiving this message,
who have still not found the secret answer for their puzzles, will stop guessing. Instead, they check the
broadcasted block for whether all the transactions are valid; if the block contains the Prev_Hash value is
the hash value of the last block in their chain, the validity of the nonce field … If all the verifications are
correct, then these nodes will append the proposed block to their current chain, and re-start guessing
the secret value, by repeating the steps above again.
However, there is a rare case when more than 1 miner finds the answers for the puzzle, before it being
noticed that another miner has also found another suitable answer. At that time, these miners will still
broadcast their block with the found nonce. Then, other miners who receive the first coming block will
ignore the others coming later. This work leads to the forking problem: in the verifying network, there
are different chains of blocks (they should be the same). Satoshi proposed that those miners will keep
mining a new block on their forks, until one fork is made longer than the others. So at this time, all
nodes have to follow this longest fork. Fig. 5 describes the forking problem and the PoW solution to
handle it. Whenever a block is recognized in the chain by all the nodes, the miner appending this block
will receive some bitcoins as a reward.

Fig. 5. How Bitcoin handles the forking problem.
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3.1.1.2 Variants based on PoW
Unfortunately, there are many works and research efforts that state the drawbacks of PoW, which
include some security issues and usage issues. Therefore, many variants are made to mitigate those
drawbacks.
Thanks to modern hardware, the block appending speed increases day-by-day, which makes the
difficulty of the puzzle harder. Therefore, in order to be the first puzzle solver, the miners have to invest
more in the hardware. This investment results in other miners, who do not have good condition, being
unable to compete effectively. Tromp [26] have proposed replacing puzzle work with an idea employing
the Cuckoo hash function [27], which allows miners to pay fewer efforts, but win the right to append
the block easier. The authors’ idea is using a hash table with two different hash functions that have all
the possible results findable on the hash table. Then, some values are inputted to these hash functions,
which results in two positions in the hash table. If one of the two positions is blank, the hashed result
will be put into one of them. But if none is blank, then the newly hashed result will remove the old one
in the hashed position of the first hash function, and replace it. Afterwards, the old replaced result is
inputted to the two hash functions above, and the procedure is repeated as before. This repetition will
be done until a definite loop is made, or there is no longer a blank position in the hash table. The work
of the Cuckoo hash function can create a graph, in which the vertices are the hashed position or the
replaced position, with edges being the values that have been removed. To replace the puzzle work in
the original PoW, a miner will have to guess many nonces, which are then inputted to the defined hash
functions. When the graph created by these guessed nonces has sufficient cycles, the miner will
broadcast his block with his guessed nonces inside.
King [28] proposed the idea that instead of finding a meaningless nonce satisfying the belowthreshold requirements, all the miners will have to find the longest chain of primes, which has to satisfy
some requirements. The first requirement is its length has to be larger than a given value. Then the
second requirement is that it has to be in the form of a Cunningham chain [29]. Finally, it has to have a
defined origin value; which is the center of the two first primes in the chain, being divisable by a
required number. When a node broadcasts his block, other miners will check this chain by using an
algorithm called the Fermat Primality Test [30]. Besides the main aim of verifying the transactions, this
kind of PoW variant is also supposed to dedicate to mathematics by finding the distribution of the
Cunningham prime chain.
Being proposed by many researches, one of the PoW’s drawback is a problem called the Double
spending attack [31], whose script is described in Fig. 6. In short, an attacker would try to reverse a
transaction that has been verified by some nodes, by making another transaction that could make the
first one invalid in another fork, then try his best to make this fork longer than the others. In order to
do this work, he or she has to have at least 51% computing power of the verifying network [32].
Therefore, the double spending attack can also be called the 51% attack. It is quite difficult for any
individual node to have such computing power.
However, with the appearance of so-called pool mining [34], this kind of attack could be possible. In
pool mining, instead of each individual miner trying to guess the nonce value, they gather into a group,
then vote for a pool operator and find the nonce together, which makes the work much easier. The
rewards would appear in a place called the coin-base, so that afterwards, every miner joining this pool
can receive their incentives, which are equal for each of them. Eyal and Sirer [35] have presented the
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risk of a 51% attack with this kind of mining group. They proposed a method to prevent this kind of
risk: before finding the nonce of the block, every node has to own the private signature of the coin-base.
Then they have to sign this signature in their created blocks. This work is considered to be too
dangerous, because the miners inside the pool can freely transfer the rewards to someone else [36].
Otherwise, if the private signature is not provided, this group has to solve an extra PoW puzzle with
different difficulty, which is much more difficult than a single puzzle. When the block header with a
found nonce satisfies the first requirement, the output value of the SHA-256 hash function will be
inputted into this function again to satisfy another requirement like before, with different difficulty.

Fig. 6. A script for double spending attack [33].
In order to discourage pool mining, Miller et al. [37] have proposed a mechanism for changing
original puzzles into so-called non-outsourceable puzzles, which provide the miner inside any pool with
the chance of winning the rewards, without making any effort to solve the puzzle. This kind of puzzle
evolves using a signing key, which could be exploited to execute illegal work against the pool.
Besides the security issues, PoW is supposed by Eyal et al. to be unsuitable for real-time payment [38].
Consider a case when a person goes out and buys a cup of coffee, then because of the creating speed of a
block, has to wait for around 10 minutes to have his or her coffee, because the sellers need nodes to
verify his or her payment. Therefore, the need to reduce the latency for transactions is very necessary.
Two possible solutions have previously been proposed: increasing the block size for containing more
transactions, and reducing the difficulty for solving the puzzle. While the former takes longer time to
propagate the block on the network, the latter reduces the time for creating a block, but could lead to
inconsistency forking of the chain and double spending attack. Eyal et al. [38] have proposed a new
consensus model called Bitcoin-NG, which separates the traditional block into two different kinds,
called key block and micro block. When a miner finds a suitable nonce for his puzzle, he will broadcast
his key block to other miners, and become a so-called leader, until another miner finds another suitable
nonce. During the time of being leader, this node will publish some micro blocks that contain
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information about the transactions. The transactions can be verified quicker, because while waiting for
a new leader to create a new key block, there could be many micro blocks created.
Sompolinsky and Zolar [39,40] suggested reducing the time for appending a new block to the chain
with a strategy for handling the fork and preventing the double spending attack problem. This so-called
GHOST strategy keeps all the forking blocks that have not been chosen for the main chain. Then
instead of choosing the longest fork, the one with the most PoW contributing to it will be chosen. Fig. 7
describes this choosing strategy. The figure shows that the proposed GHOST protocol makes the main
chain “defeat” the attacker chain, because it contains more blocks, which proves that there is more PoW
contributing to it.

Fig. 7. Strategy for choosing the main chain when fork appears. Adapted from Sompolinsky and Zolar,
“Secure high-rate transaction processing in bitcoin,” in Financial Cryptography and Data Security.
Heidelberg: Springer, 2015, with the permission of Springer [40].
Liu et al. [41] have proposed a generalized Proof of Work consensus algorithm based on PoW. The
block is not appended by a single miner, but by a committee of miners with a luck factor. The difficulty
in this work is set much easier than the original PoW, which enables the miners to be able to find many
possible nonces with their computing power. In each round of appending, each miner will have to find
as many nonces as possible for their created block. After any nonce is found, its finder will send the
block, including this nonce, to a committee, including some other miners, who have the responsibility
to validate the received block, and put the valid block into a temporary array. At the end of the round, a
random number is chosen. The miner having the block whose index in the array is equal to this random
number is chosen to not only append the block to the chain, but to also be a new member in the
committee. After a duration, some members in the committee will be rotated, to make sure that the
number of members is not too large. After each round, the rewards will be given equally to all the
members inside the committee.

3.1.2 PoS-based consensus
The proposed PoW is supposed to be unfair: while some miners owning modern and powerful
equipment could find the suitable nonce easier, others with poorer condition could find it very difficult
to be the first one to find a suitable nonce. PoS is supposed to deal with this inequality. Being firstly
introduced and discussed in Bitcoin forum from 2011 [42], PoS has had some variants and research
contribution to it. The basic idea of these consensus algorithms is using the stake to decide who will get
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the chance to mine the next block of the chain. Using stake as a proof has an advantage: anyone who
owns much stake would be more trustful. He or she would not want to perform any fraudulent actions
to attack the chain that contains much of his or her profits. Furthermore, using PoS would require any
attackers to own at least 51% of all stakes in the network to perform a double spending attack, which is
very difficult.
There are currently two popular kinds of consensus using PoS: the kind using pure stake to make
consensus, and the hybrid kind, which combines PoS and PoW.

3.1.2.1 Pure stake-based consensus
The pure PoS form could be seen in Nextcoin [8] (aka. Nxtcoin, http://nxtcrypto.org/). In this
platform, the more stake a miner owns, the more chance he has to mine a new block. Specifically, if
there are a total b coins from all the miners, and miner M owns a coins (a < b), the chance for miner M
getting the right to mine a new block is a/b. The lucky miner picking work is executed every 60 minutes,
and this work is made randomly based on the stake of each miner, as mentioned. Once a miner gets the
chance to mine a new block, he will verify the transactions, collect them into a block, then broadcast it
to the other miners, and receive the rewarding fee.
Being similar to Nextcoin, Bentov et al. [43] proposed a method for finding the miner based on the
pure stake he owns: the more stake a miner has, the more chance he will get to become the block
appender. However, the miner getting this chance is chosen based on the state of the block. Also they
proposed a definition called follow-the-Satoshi procedure, and they considered a Satoshi value, which is
the smallest currency unit. Follow-the-Satoshi procedure will get input as a Satoshi index, which is
between 0 and the total number of Satoshi, then it will find the block that created this Satoshi, which
could be understood as the rewards for a miner to create this block. Afterwards, all the transactions
including this satoshi will be found out, to identify the last owner of this satoshi, who will become the
one appending the next block. The work of choosing the Satoshi is based on a hash function, which
takes some inputs based on the current status of the chain. The first input parameter is a value that is
gotten from a so-called comb function owning inputs as some bits. Each of them is the first bit gotten by
hashing each existed block in the chain sequentially. The second input is taken from the number of
current blocks in the chain, and the third input is a random integer. Bentov et al. [43] also proposed a
solution to handle the problem, in which the owner of a chosen Satoshi does not create a block when he
has the chance. If a chosen satoshi after 3 consecutive chosen times could not experience a new created
block, it will be blacklisted. Function comb is chosen to satisfy that it would be difficult to influence the
choosing of satoshi, which has been issued by Russell and Zuckerman [44] with collective sampling, and
Ben-Or and Linial [45] with leader election and collective coin-flipping.
Kiayias et al. [46,47] also employed the idea of Bentov, follow-the-Satoshi procedure to execute the
PoS consensus. They claim that the leader election should be done randomly by calculating an entropy
value. This calculation should be secure enough, so that it would be difficult to simulate the protocol to
predict the calculation, and manipulate the leader election. Kiayias et al. considered the work of Bentov
et al. [43] for leader election as a way to calculate entropy based on the current status of the Blockchain.
The first difference of Kiayias et al.’s work from Bentov et al.’s is that they snapshot the stake of each
stake holder after an interval called an epoch. In each epoch, a collection of stake holders will be chosen
to execute the so-called coin-flipping protocol. Based on these results, the leaders and the stake holders
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executing this protocol in the next epoch will be chosen, which makes sure that the entropy calculation
is difficult to simulate. Also, in order to raise the equality, the leader will have to create the block only,
while the work of adding transactions belongs to a group of stake holders called endorsers, who are
voted like the leader. The rewards will be divided equally to those leader and endorsers.
Using the stake as a proof for voting, not for getting the chance to mine a new block, is the idea of
Larimer [48]. This kind of consensus algorithm is called delegated proof of stake. In this platform, there
are many people who hold stake, and they will have to vote for a delegation, which includes some
“witnesses”, who are miners verifying the transactions and maintaining the chain. The more stake a
person owns, the more powerful voting he has to assign the witness. After the verifying congress is
made, the witnesses inside will verify the transactions, and produce blocks, including the valid ones.
The list of witnesses is always shuffled. With the creating speed of 2 seconds per block, the witness in
the list will have to produce blocks sequentially. If any witness fails to produce his block, he would
potentially be removed from the delegation. Whenever a witness creates a block to append to the chain,
he will receive a reward.

3.1.2.2 Hybrid form of PoW and PoS
Being officially introduced in a paper by King and Nadal [49], PPcoin could be considered as the first
variant of PoS, but it still uses PoW. These authors have proposed a definition called the ‘coin age’ of
each miner, which is calculated by his stake multiplied by the time that the miner has owned it. For
example, Bob receives 10 coins from Alice and keeps them for 10 days; consequently, he has 100 coinday, and if he sends 2 coins to anyone, the coin age of these 2 coins accumulated will be destroyed. In
order to get the right to append a new block to the chain, the miner creates a kind of block called a coin
stake, which like before, holds many transactions, but includes a special one from that miner to himself.
The amount of money spent on this transaction will provide the miner more chance to mine a new
block. Afterwards, he will have to do a puzzle, like PoW. The more money he spends on the transaction,
the easier the puzzle he has to solve. If any miner solves the puzzle first, he will get 1% of the amount of
coins he has spent in the transaction, but the coin age accumulated by these coins will be reset to 0.
Being dissimilar to King and Nadal [49], Vasin [50] do not employ coin age with their Blackcoin,
because they suppose that using coin age could provide the attacker the chance to accumulate enough
value to cheat the network. Worse yet, there could be some miners who hold their stake until they have
a lot of coin age, while staying offline from the verifying system. Therefore, Vasin [50] propose using
the raw stake instead of coin age for providing miners the chance to mine a new block, which could
encourage more nodes to be online to get the rewards. Being noticeable with the offline miner, Ren [51]
propose using an exponential decay function with the coin age: the more the miner waits for the
increase of the coin age, the less speed of increase it has.
The problem of double spending attack is again shown by Duong et al. [52]. The problem with
miners owning more than 51% mining power raises a high alert for the security of Blockchain. They
proposed a method for mitigating the double spending attack by combining PoW and PoS. The aim of
this action is to make sure that even if a miner owns more than 51% of the mining power, he still does
not have much chance to make a fraudulent action. These authors propose using the PoW first for
choosing a winner, who is the first one getting the answer of the puzzle. Subsequently, this winner will
not only append a block called PoW block to the chain as usual, but he will also provide a basis to
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choose another miner who owns stake. This basis is: if the return value of a hash function, whose input
parameters are the newly appended PoW block and stake owner’s private key, is below a threshold, the
chosen miner will have the chance to append a so-called PoS block to the chain. Duong et al. [52] claim
that each PoS block is linked to a single PoW block, and each PoW block is linked to a previous PoS
block. Consequently, it is difficult to make a double spending attack. The reason is that assuming that
an attacker could own more than 51% of the computing power, then he could get the right to be the
miner appending the illegal PoW block to the chain. However, right after that, there is still a PoS block
appended by another miner chosen by the mentioned base. This stake miner will see the longest chain
at that time, and realize that the latest one is a PoS block, which he could not append his PoS block to.
As a result, the attack fails. The double spending attack is supposed to happen only when the attacker
owns not only more than 51% of the computing power, but also more than 50% of all the stake holders.
This kind of consensus is not based on the amount of stake, but only for miners owning stake.
As an improvement of [52], Chepurnoy et al. [53] have pointed out a problem with their former
research. Firstly, the executing environment is static, because at each round, the invested physical
hardware for mining the resources and virtual resources known as stake remain the same; which
assumption does not equate with reality. Also, the usage of stake has not been employed, which would
not be fair for the stakeholders who own more stake than others. The authors suggest that there should
be a difficulty adjustment for both the PoW and PoS when the environment changes. Therefore,
Chepurnoy et al. [53] propose adjusting the difficulty based on the environment—the rate of block
creation. Specifically, their proposed difficulty for proof of work follows the original Bitcoin’s one, while
the PoS difficulty is inverse to the stake that the stake owner has. For example, if a miner owning 1 coin
has the hash value mentioned from [52] below threshold t, then another miner owning b coin will only
have to satisfy the hash value below t * b.
Bentov et al. [54] propose a solution called Proof of Activity. This combines PoW and PoS in order to
not only solve the double-spending attack, but also handle some tragedies made by PoW called the
tragedies of the common. The first mentioned tragedy is that only the miners solving the puzzle get the
reward, while the others who have the role of preserving the ledger, update it and validate the new
block; they do not receive anything. The second one is that miners can co-operate with others to raise
the transaction fee to be high to charge the users. This action could make the Blockchain useless,
because nobody would want to use it. In order to deal with these tragedies, these authors proposed
creating an empty block by PoW first: all the miners will try to find a nonce with a block without any
transactions. After finding a suitable nonce, the miner will broadcast the block containing it to other
miners, who will verify the validation of their received ones. Also, they will check if they are the winner
of another lottery, which is designed based on the block they receive. This lucky chance is like followthe-Satoshi procedure in [43]. A hash function is suggested to be used N times, which input parameters
are the hash value of the received block, the hash of the latest appended block, and a random number,
which is randomized N times. N miners who see that they own the N chosen Satoshi will continue the
work: the (N – 1) first miners will sign into this empty block, their signature proving that they own the
chosen Satoshi, then broadcast this signature. The last miner will include not only the required
signature, but also as many transactions as he wants, then broadcast the block to other miners. The
block creater and N chosen miners will get equal rewards. Besides preventing a double spending attack,
this kind of consensus also encourages miners to stay online to collect the rewards.
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3.1.3 Comparisons between PoW, PoS and their hybrid forms
Table 1 shows the comparisons between PoW, PoS and their hybrid form. As can be seen, using
electric power to guess the secret value executing PoW, a lot of money should be spent on not only
hardware devices, but also on the energy to execute them. In contrast, PoS does not employ any puzzle,
so these two investments are much lower.
Table 1. Comparisons between PoW, PoS, and their Hybrid form
PoW

PoS

Hybrid form of
PoW and PoS

Energy efficiency

No

Yes

No

Modern hardware

Very important

No need

Important

When two nodes find the
suitable nonce at the
same time

Very difficult

Probably

Yes

Difficult

Yes, but less serious
than in PoW

Low, depends on variant

Fast

Low, depends on variant

Yes, but it can be
prevented

Yes, and it is difficult to
prevent

Yes

Bitcoin

Nextcoin

PPcoin, Blackcoin

Criteria

Forking

Double spending
attack
Block creating speed
Pool mining
Example

In PoW, forking can happen if two miners find a suitable nonce at the same time. Meanwhile with
PoS, it is very difficult, happening only when a miner can own up to 51% of all stake in the whole
verifying network [49]. By employing both PoW and PoS, although their hybrid form can still make a
fork, the probability of causing a double spending attack is much lower, compared to the pure PoW.
Considering the speed of creating a new block in the chain, overall almost all variants of PoW require
much time to append a new block to the chain, while with PoS, the block creating speed is lower,
because no node has to solve any puzzle.
What could make PoS less attractive is the work with pool mining: for PoW, the miners joining pool
are trackable, and the fraudulent work is preventable, as in [35,37]. But in PoS, it would be very difficult
to prevent the miners inside a pool delegating their stake to a single miner as pool operator.

3.1.4 Other kinds of proof-based consensus algorithm
Blocki and Zhou [55] pointed out the same problem as King [28]: The PoW wastes too much energy
in finding the nonce, and also it is meaningless in everyday human life. Worse yet, it is not fair for the
miners having poorer condition to purchase modern hardware, which makes their chance of mining a
new block very low. Therefore, Blocki and Zhou [55] proposed using some kinds of puzzle for
education and social activities, which would be easy for computers to solve, but difficult for human to
solve. It is for the human to solve the puzzle to mine a new block, instead of using hardware. This
difference would be fair for everybody, whether they could or could not invest in new modern
equipment.
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Proof of burn [56] and proof of space [14,57] are other kinds of proof-based consensus algorithms
that do not employ the idea of PoW and PoS. In proof of burn, miners have to send their coins to an
address to “burn” them, which means these coins could not be used by anyone else. The miner who
burns the largest amount of coin during a duration will be the one getting the right to mine a new block.
With Proof of Space, miners will have to invest their money on hard disk, which is much cheaper than
computing devices for PoW. During the work, the proof of space algorithm will generate many large
datasets called plots on the hard dish. The more plots a node has, the more chance he will get to mine a
new block.
Proposed by Intel [58], proof of elapsed time [12] is used in a blockchain platform called Sawtooth
Lake [59]. This kind of consensus is executed in a special environment called the trusted execution
environment (TEE) [60], with a special device of Intel known as Intel Software Guard Extensions (XGS)
[61]. In order to conduct the consensus algorithm, each miner will at the same time request a wait-time
from a trusted enclave, which is also known as a trusted function inside XGS hardware. Subsequently,
all the miners will receive their responded wait-time from the enclave, and together will wait until their
received time elapses. When a miner waits enough time, but has found no one has finished the waiting
match, he will broadcast to all other miners that he is the winner, which provides him a chance to mine
new block. In short, the miner owning the shortest received wait-time will be the one to mine a new
block. In order to support this kind of consensus, two functions are used: function CreateTime will
inform the miners of the time they need to wait, and function CheckTimer will check whether or not
the miner has waited enough time. Because this consensus is executed in TEE provided by XGS devices,
it is supposed that cheating with the work of the two above functions is very difficult.
Milutinovic et al. [13] proposed a kind of consensus, which is also executed in TEE and with XGS
devices, called proof of luck. To execute it, after all the ledgers from all the miners are synchronized,
each miner will create for themselves a new block to append to their current chain, then a random
number ranged from 0 to 1 will be assigned for each created block, which could be considered a lucky
value. All of the nodes will have to agree that the chain with the total largest lucky value would be the
main chain. As a result, proof of luck is considered to be fair for all the miners. Furthermore, it would
be very difficult to make attacks, like double spending attack, because the attacker should be very lucky
to perform their illegal actions successfully.
Multichain [62,63] is a kind of consensus algorithm, which is quite similar to PoW with the work of
mining and fork handling. However, multichain does not apply PoW for choosing the node to append
block to the chain; instead, it applies a round-robin schedule to make nodes create blocks in rotation.
Specifically, a parameter p (0 < p < 1) called the mining diversity is used. In each phase, all the nodes
have to wait for a duration, then start checking their rights to append new block to the chain. If among
p*N (N is the number of participating nodes) blocks that are created most recently, no block is created
by a supposed node A, then node A could append his proposed block to his current chain, then
broadcast this block to other miners. In the case that fork happens, like PoW, the longest one would be
chosen.

3.2 Voting Based Consensus
In order to execute the voting based consensus algorithm, the nodes inside the verifying network
should be known and adjustable, so that they can exchange the message easier. This is the main
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difference compared to proof-based consensus algorithms, which nodes are often free to join and
withdraw from the verifying network. Also, in voting-based consensus algorithm, besides maintaining
the ledger, all the nodes in the network would have to verify together the transactions or blocks. They
will communicate with others, before deciding to append their proposed blocks to their chain or not. In
almost all of these variants, nodes are required to see at least T nodes having the same proposed block
with them to do the appending work (T is a given threshold).
Executing voting-based consensus algorithms is very similar to traditional methods for tolerating
faults used in the distributed system [64]. Therefore, voting based consensus should be designed to
resist some bad cases:
•
•

Some nodes are crashed.
Some nodes are not only crashed, but also subverted.

In crashing cases, nodes will wait for the messages from other nodes. However, there are some nodes
that do not run, then the normal nodes do not receive enough evidence to make the decision. Therefore,
in order to prevent the crashing case with f nodes, there should be at least f + 1 nodes operating
normally [65].
In subverting cases, nodes could act strangely, which could make the results inaccurate. This problem
can be presented by a classical problem called Byzantine generals proposed by Lamport et al. [66]: a
group of Byzantine generals attacked an enemy’s camp. They decided to divide their army into N
groups led by N generals, which would attack the enemy from different sites. If they attacked at the
same time, they would win; otherwise, they would lose. Consequently, they had to make an agreement
with each other about the attacking time by exchanging messages, and following the decision of the
majority. Unfortunately, there were some traitors inside the general group, and they wanted to cheat
other generals by telling different decisions to the others. Therefore, the results could be made
inaccurate, which made some generals attack, while others did not, leading to failure. Lamport et al.
[66] have proved that in order to tolerate f subverted generals, there should be at least another 2f + 1
normal generals to accompany them.
Coming back to the Blockchain, when each node executes the consensus work, some nodes can be
subverted, which sends different results to other nodes. Then the worst case is the network could not
resist them, causing the ledger to be different in different nodes. Considering the crashing cases, if
nodes are crashed, then they could not send their results to other nodes, which makes it difficult to
make the final decision.
Consequently, based on these bad situations, the voting based consensus algorithms could be
classified into two main kinds:
•
•

Byzantine fault tolerance based consensus: a kind of consensus that could prevent the cases of
crashing nodes and subverted nodes.
Crash fault tolerance based consensus: a kind of consensus that could only prevent the cases of
crashing nodes.

All consensus algorithms in these two sub-categories will have to make a trust assumption: among N
nodes, there should be at least t nodes (t < N) operating normally. While in crash fault tolerance-based
consensus, t is usually set equal to [N/2 + 1], in Byzantine fault tolerance-based consensus, t is usually
assigned equal to [2N/3+1].
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3.2.1 Byzantine fault tolerance based consensus
The famous Hyperledger Blockchain platform [67] has been used by many enterprises. IBM is one of
them, with Hyperledger Fabric [68]. A kind of Byzantine fault tolerance called Practical Byzantine Fault
Tolerance (PBFT) proposed by Castro and Liskov [18] was used for Hyperledger Fabric [15,69]. In
PBFT, there are two kinds of nodes: A leader node, and some validating peers (nodes); and these peers
will execute some rounds for appending a block to the chain, which is described in Fig. 8 [69]. Initially,
the clients send their requests for transactions to their corresponding validating peers. From here, the
receiving peer will validate the transactions, then broadcast them to other peers, including the leader.
After the number of transactions reaches a threshold called batch size, or after an interval, the leader
node will order the transactions by their created time, putting them into a block. Afterwards, three
phases of PBFT are executed. Firstly, in the Pre-prepare phase, the leader broadcasts his proposed block
to other peers. They will receive and store the block locally. Then in order to make sure that the
received block from the leader is the same, they make a double-check by broadcasting it in the Prepare
phase and Commit phase. After the Prepare phase, if any node receives the blocks, which are the same
as what they have stored locally before, from more than 2/3 of all the nodes, they will execute the
Commit phase. Then the same procedure is recorded after the Commit phase, which is the requirement
for any node to execute the transactions in the proposed block, and append it to their current chains.

Fig. 8. Rounds for verifying transactions in Hyperledger fabric. Adapted from Sukhwani et al.,
“Performance modeling of PBFT consensus process for permissioned blockchain network (Hyperledger
Fabric),” in Proceedings of the IEEE 36th Symposium on Reliable Distributed Systems, Hong Kong,
China, 2017, with the permission of IEEE [69].
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Another two popular Blockchain platforms, which use Byzantine fault tolerance-based consensus
algorithms, are Symbiont [70] and R3 Corda [71]. They employ a consensus algorithm called BFTSMaRt proposed by Bessani et al. [72]. Fig. 9 describes this algorithm. Basically, this algorithm is similar
to PBFT, but uses different names (Propose–Write–Accept vs. Pre-prepare–Prepare–Commit in PBFT).
Besides executing the consensus work, Bessani et al. [72] also propose a mechanism for storing the log
of executed operations in a single machine, which is used for gaining the last current state, when a node
fails, and needs to restart.

Fig. 9. BFT-SMaRt execution. Adapted from Bessani et al., “State machine replication for the masses
with BFT-SMART,” in Proceedings of 2014 44th Annual IEEE/IFIP International Conference on
Dependable Systems and Networks, Atlanta, GA, 2014, with the permission of IEEE [72].
Iroha [73] is another Hyperledger based Blockchain platform, which has the consensus algorithm
called Sumeragi [74], being “heavily inspired” by Bchain by Duan et al. [75]. With Bchain, all the nodes
will be arranged linearly, so that a given node will only receive message from his previous node, and
send messages to his next node in the chain. Because the broadcasting work can be avoided, the load
among the nodes is balanced, but with the higher cost of time execution and time for reconfiguring if
faults happen. Being similar to PBFT and BFT-SMaRt, implementing Bchain requires at minimum
[2N/3+1] nodes operating normally.
Ripple [76-78] is a Blockchain platform whose consensus algorithm is made by the new Blockchain
comers. Consequently, Ripple consensus algorithm is supposed to improve on the weakness of Bitcoin.
In Ripple, the chain of blocks is not used, but rather a raw ledger is employed; and after some verified
rounds, transactions will be added directly to the ledger. Like the original Bitcoin, this ledger is
maintained by some nodes, which run Ripple Server Software. Ripple adds new transactions to the
ledger if they are verified successfully by at least 80% of all servers. To handle the verification of
requested transactions, Ripple ledger has two main forms: last-closed ledger, which indicates that all the
transactions in it are verified successfully by sufficient servers (80%); and open ledger, which has
transactions verified by insufficient servers. To make the verification, instead of broadcasting the
transactions to others, each server has their own list, called a unique node list (UNL), which includes
some other servers. Following Ripple, the intersection of UNL by any two different servers should be at
least 1/5 of all the servers over the network. These servers will only communicate with others in their
UNL. Initially, in the consensus algorithm, there would be many transactions created by many clients
broadcasted to some servers. Then they would validate each of the received ones, putting the correct
ones temporarily in their ledger to change its status to open-ledger. Also, they aggregate all the correct
transactions into a so-called candidate set. At this time, there would be some rounds to make an open-
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ledger to become a last-closed-ledger. In the first round, each server would aggregate all the candidate
sets from other servers in his UNL into his candidate set, then verify the transactions inside this set. A
“yes” vote will be put to each of the transactions if they are verified successfully. Subsequently, in the
next following rounds, any transactions that do not receive enough “yes” votes will be discarded from
the candidate set (the final rounds require at least 80% of yes votes for each transaction). David et al.
[59] have stated that in order to maintain the correctness, there should be only a maximum (n–1)/5
subverted nodes among n nodes in the network.
As a variant of Ripple, Stellar [79] uses a group, which is similar to UNL in Ripple, called quorum
slice for communicating between verifying nodes (validator nodes in Ripple). The validator nodes can
belong to one or many different quorum slices. For a given transaction, if a node wants to confirm a
given transaction to be valid, he will have to ask the other nodes in his quorum slice. If the transaction is
verified successfully by all nodes in his quorum slice, he will consider this transaction to be valid. Fig. 10
describes an example of quorum slices in Ripple, which are organized by hierarchical structure, similar
to the example in [79]. Considering “Node 1” in the example, it makes a quorum slice with two other
different nodes in “Group 1”, and another node among all nodes from “Group 2”. Specifically, Nodes
(1,2,3,5) and Nodes (1,2,4,6) are two of the quorum slices among many in this example. Also, Group 1
and Group 2 are the top levels; transactions have to be verified first from these two levels. It could be
imagined that Group 1 contains some banks, while Group 2 consists of some verification services, and
Group 3 is the set of users using the payment service. In order for Node 10 to verify a given transaction,
he would have to ask other members in his quorum slice, which could be Node 1, Node 2, and Node 7.
If all of them agree with this transaction, Node 10 could consider it to be valid.

Fig. 10. Example of quorum slice in Stellar.

3.2.2 Crash fault tolerance based consensus
Motivated by the classical and difficult-to-understand consensus algorithm called Paxos [65], Raft
[80] is a consensus algorithm that is used by Quorum [81] to tolerate crashes. Being different from
Paxos, Raft was created to be easier to understand and use in practical systems. Like Paxos, Raft is made
based on an assumption that every time, [n/2 + 1] of the total nodes work normally. To execute the Raft
consensus algorithm, verifying nodes can belong to three different roles, which are follower, candidate,
and leader. These nodes communicate with each other by two main kinds of message: RequestVote for
voting a leader node, and AppendEntries for transferring the requests to other nodes. Fig. 11 describes
how nodes change their roles with different situations. Basically, there would be some sequential-
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numbered terms of time, in which a node holding leader role will retain its responsibility until the end
of the term, then switch back to the follower role. Initially, all the nodes start as follower role. These
nodes remain in this state, until they do not receive any AppendEntries messages from the leader node
(there is no leader node at first, or the leader is crashed in the following terms). Then after election
timeout period, all follower nodes will start election to vote for a leader node, by transferring their role
to candidate, and increasing the term number. Each candidate elects their wanted leader by
broadcasting a RequestVote message, accompanied by their current term number. When a candidate
receives the RequestVote message, first of all, he would have to check if the received term number is
equal to his current term number; and if his is larger, the received message is discarded. After
aggregating all the messages, if a node receives the vote from the majority of the candidates, he will
become leader; otherwise, he will return to the follower role. In the special case that a node could not
decide who he will be, because he is voted by 50% of all the nodes, the new election round will start
again. The leader will be recognized by every node, because the RequestVote message is broadcasted.

Fig. 11. Node's role transition in Raft [80].
During the consensus execution, the leader receives some requested transactions sent from many
clients, then he will write them to a list called log entry. Afterwards, he sends to all followers the
AppendEntries message containing each logged transaction r and the index of the previous transaction
pi in the list. For example, if the leader sends the 5th transaction, then he will also have to send the 4th as
the index of the previous transaction in the list. When a follower receives AppendEntries message, if pi
is the index of the last transaction he received, he will write r to his log entry list. Otherwise, the leader
will have to find the latest transaction that he and the contradicting follower have in common, then this
follower will delete all transactions after the found transaction, and start synchronizing the log entry list
again with the leader. These processes are made to make sure transactions are ordered the same in all
verifying nodes. After knowing that the transaction lists are the same in all nodes, the leader node will
choose an index in the list, then commit all the transactions before this index, which verifies the
transaction, and put the valid ones into a block. Afterwards, he will append the block into his chain, and
broadcast the results to other follower nodes in the network, who will see the result, and make the same
commitment like the leader.
Another Blockchain platform called Chain [82], employs the crash fault tolerance consensus
algorithm named federated. In this one, among n nodes in the verifying network, there is a node called
‘block generator’, and other nodes called ‘block signers’. The block generator receives transactions from
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clients, then verifies each of them, and stores the valid ones in a temporary list. After each duration, the
block generator will sequentially take some requested transactions to put into blocks, which will be sent
to all block signers. These signers will validate the received blocks, and sign into them if they are valid,
then send them back to the block generator. If a block is signed by more than m (m < n) different block
signers, the block generator will append the block to his current chain, and propose this block to other
nodes. Following this method, Chain could resist the crash fault if the block signer does not work.
However, if this case happens with the block generator, the network would be halted.

4. Discussion
Table 2 shows some overall comparisons between the proof-based and vote-based consensus
algorithms. First of all, it is evident that executing the vote based consensus algorithm should not be
free, which limits the number of nodes in the verifying network. This is because if there are too many
nodes joining the verifying network, it would be very complicated to exchange messages between them.
Also, if nodes are able to join freely, it would be impossible to make the trust assumption, which makes
the ledger unreliable. Meanwhile, with the proof-based consensus algorithm, nodes can join and
withdraw from the verifying network whenever they want, which makes the number of nodes executing
the consensus algorithm unknown. Therefore, showing enough eligibility to append a new block to the
chain is suitable for this freedom to join.
Table 2. Comparisons between vote-based consensus and proof-based consensus algorithms
Criterion
Agreement making basement
Nodes can join freely
Number of nodes executing
Decentralization
Trust
Nodes identities are managed
Security threat
Award

Vote-based consensus algorithm

Proof-based Consensus algorithm

From majority of the
node decisions

Following nodes performing enough
proof (PoW, PoS, etc.)

No

Mostly

Limited

Mostly unlimited

Low

Mostly high

Less trustful

More trustful

Yes

No

Less serious

More serious

Mostly no

Yes

Moreover, vote-based consensus is often conducted in private and consortium Blockchain, in which
the decentralization degree is lower than in public Blockchain with proof-based consensus.
Consequently, trust in the proof-based one would be higher. Clearly, the more freely that nodes can join
the verifying network, the more decentralized the verifying network is.
In contrast, a tradeoff is recorded between the freedom and security issues. The more nodes that join
the verification network, the more risk the verification network has. In vote-based consensus, all the
nodes are manageable, which makes it safer to control the security risk. While with the proof-based
consensus algorithm, some threats, like double spending attack, could always possibly happen.
Finally, with proof-based consensus algorithm, in order to encourage nodes to maintain the ledger,
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award is often given to any nodes who mine a new block. Following Satoshi, the more blocks that are in
the chain, the fewer awards a node can receive after mining a new block in the future. We suppose that
lately, if the mining award and the incentive for verifying transactions are too small, nodes will have no
motivation like current time to maintain the ledger anymore. Meanwhile, with vote-based consensus,
there is no necessity to give any award to a node. Using decentralization to increase the reliability is the
only aim for this kind of algorithm.
To wrap up all the consensus algorithms surveyed in this paper, Table 3 is presented with brief
overview of each algorithm.
Table 3. Summary of surveyed consensus algorithms in this paper
Brief working mechanism description
Proof-based consensus algorithms
PoW-based consensus algorithms
Pure PoW [2]
Cuckoo hash function-based PoW [27]
Prime number finding-based PoW [28]
Double puzzles-based PoW [35]
Non-outsourceable puzzles [37]
Bitcoin-NG [38]
GHOST strategy [39,40]
Generalized PoW [41]

Nodes have to solve a difficult puzzle to get the right to append
new blocks to the chain and get the rewards.
The puzzle in pure PoW is replaced by another task: finding a
graph established by a Cuckoo hash function.
The puzzle is finding a chain of Cunningham prime numbers.
Two consequential puzzles are created to prevent pool mining.
The puzzle is re-designed so miners inside pool can get all the
rewards without mining (prevents pool mining).
When a node creates a key block, he could continuously make
some micro blocks with transactions, until another node creates
a new key block.
The forking problem is solved by choosing the brand having
most PoW contributes to.
Each node will find as many nonces as possible. Then the block
adder will be chosen based on a lucky factor with their created
nonces.

PoS-based consensus algorithms
Pure PoS (Nextcoin [8])

State of the block-based PoS
PoS by coin flipping from many nodes

Delegated PoS

After every 60 seconds, a random number is chosen. The node
who owns the coin whose index is equal to the chosen number
gets the right to append his proposed block.
Based on the state of the current chain, a random Satoshi
(smallest currency unit) is chosen. The miner owning this
Satoshi is chosen to append his proposed block to the chain.
Many nodes perform coin-flipping protocol to choose the block
adder.
A delegation including nodes will be voted by other nodes. The
more stake a node owns, the more powerful voting power he has
to assign the witness. This group will do the main appending
job.

Hybrid forms of PoW and PoS
Coin age-based PoW difficulty
re-designation (PPcoin [49])

A so-called coin age is calculated by multiplying the number of
coins a miner has, and the duration he keeps them. Based on the
coin age spent on a self-transaction, the node solves a PoW
puzzle with different difficulty.

Stake-based PoW difficulty re-designation
(Blackcoin [50])

The node solves a PoW puzzle based on the coin he owns.
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Table 3. Continued
Coin age with an exponential decay
function [51]

Brief working mechanism description
Coin age is used again in this algorithm, but the increasing speed
is lower by the decay function of time.

Combining PoW and PoS to append
blocks sequentially [52]

After the PoW puzzle is solved, the solver appends a new socalled PoW block to the chain, and provides a base to choose
another stake holder to append another so-called PoS block.

[52] with difficulty adjustment [53]

The PoW and PoS difficulty from [52] are adjusted with the
environment.

Proof of activity [54]

Initially, a block without transactions is made with a suitable
nonce. Then, N nodes will be chosen randomly by the stake they
have. The last one will add transactions to the block.

Other kinds of proof-based consensus algorithms
Puzzles designed for human PoW [55]

The puzzle is designed in a way that is easy for computers to
solve, but difficult for human to do.

Proof of burn [56]

Nodes have to send their coins to an address to mine a new
block. The miner sending the largest number of coins get the
chance to mine a new block.

Proof of space [14,57]

The algorithm generates some so-called plots. The miner storing
the most number of plots can mine a new block.

Proof of elapsed time [12]

All nodes receive different waiting time duration, and the node
with shortest duration will mine a new block.

Proof of luck [13]
Multichain [62,63]

All the nodes make their own blocks with different lucky
numbers, and append it to their chains. The chain having the
largest total value of lucky numbers is chosen as the main one.
Round-robin is used to choose the block appender.

Vote-based consensus algorithms
Byzantine fault tolerance-based consensus
Hyperledger with practical Byzantine
fault tolerance [67]

This consensus algorithm employs three rounds of PBFT to
double-check that the blocks they will append are the same.

Symbiont, R3 Corda with BFT-SMaRt
[70,71]

This is similar to PBFT, with the support of restoring after any
nodes crash.

Iroha with Sumeragi [73,74]

This algorithm uses chain architecture for nodes to exchange
messages.

Ripple [76-78]

Transactions verified by a node are broadcasted to others in his
own defined list. Transactions verified by at least 80% of all the
nodes are appended to the ledger.

Stellar [79]

If any transactions are verified to be valid by all nodes in a node’s
quorum slice, this node will confirm these transactions to be
valid.

Crash fault tolerance-based consensus
Quorum with Raft [65]

Chain [82]

A synchronization between the leader and other nodes is made
to make sure the orders of transactions are the same for all
nodes, before executing them.
A block generator will verify a block, and broadcast it to some
other nodes. If this block is verified to be valid by more than a
threshold of nodes, it would be appended to the chain.
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5. Conclusion
Overall, our survey has highlighted some consensus algorithms used in Blockchain, which are
categorized into two main kinds: proof-based and vote-based consensus algorithms. In the former,
nodes have to show they have performed sufficient proof to get the right to do the appending work, and
get the rewards. Meanwhile, in the latter, nodes will exchange messages with others to make an
agreement about the blocks or transactions to be appended to the ledger. We also make comparisons
between these two types based on some of their highlighted characteristics, which illustrates the
advantages and drawbacks of each category. It could be observed that besides the original public
Blockchain with proof-based consensus algorithms, the newly developed consortium and private
Blockchain has much potential with vote-based ones at this time.
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